This Week's Wisdom:
The Pack Table Tool
Pack Table is a data management tool used to remove deleted records from MapInfo tables, thus tidying
them up and reducing the file size. When records are deleted from a table, a ghost record still exists in the
underlying database, hidden from view. Pack Table removes these ghost records, compresses and
re-indexes the table.
Pack Table
Table > Table > Pack Table.
Deleted records are still stored in MapInfo tables.
Old records that have been merged still remain in
their old and new form. When working with large
datasets, these deleted records can rapidly slow down your
table processing time. To increase speed and disc space,
compress your tables using the Pack Table command.
Graphic Data or Tabular Data or Both
The Pack Table tool gives you two options. Pack graphic
data only packs graphic information. Pack Tabular data
only removes deleted records. Pack both for the best result.
Advanced Pack
The Advanced Pack tool is auto loaded in v17 in the same place
that the Pack Table button would be found otherwise. If your
MapInfo says Pack Table instead of Advanced Pack, go to the
Tool Extensions and make sure that the Advanced Pack tool is
enabled.
Advanced Pack can pack multiple tables at the same time. It also
automatically reopens the packed tables. The legacy Pack Table tool
removes the table from view but doesn't reopen it.
Restrictions
You can't pack a live access or linked table. The pack table tool can also corrupt custom labels when the tool closes
and reopens the map window. You can avoid this issue by packing the table before creating the custom labels.
MapInfo requires twice as much disc space as the table that that you wish to pack so that it can create a temporary
table whilst carrying out the pack table command.
Table Management
Packing a table is good
management of your
data. You will especially
see a benefit with large
datasets that are heavily
edited and manipulated.
The re-indexing of the
spatial index of a table
will certainly improve the
graphic performance of
your data.
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